
Integration Of Algolia’s API Has Enabled A Little Market To Deliver Better UX, 
Relevance And Speed For Their Users Searching On More Than 2 Million Products.

ALGOLIA SEARCH API INCREASES A LITTLE MARKET SEARCH CONVERSION BY 10%

Build Realtime Search

Company

Industry
Ecommerce

Description
Online marketplace for handmade 
goods

Products
Three marketplaces
     A Little Market
     A Little Mercerie
     A Little Epicerie

Regions
France and Italy

By The Numbers

90,000 Designers

620,000 Members

More than 2 Million Products

3.3 Million Monthly Visits

31 Million Page Views Per Month

Acquired by Etsy in June 2014

As a fast growing ecommerce site for handmade goods in 

France and Italy, A Little Market has seen its marketplace grow 
from a few thousand to over 2 million products in just 5 years. 
With 90,000 designers and artisans using A Little Market’s three 
marketplaces to buy, sell and collaborate, search quickly 
became a major part of their ecommerce strategy and user 
experience.



With community complaints about search relevance and speed increasing, A Little Market 
needed a new solution that could handle the demands of their growing platform. 
Understanding that search was impacting the user experience and sales, the team set out to 
define their search goals. It was clear to them that every search must always deliver a result 
and that results had to be fast, relevant and trackable. “One of our goals was to kill the ‘0 search 
results’ response; completely remove it from our vocabulary. The other goal was to find a system that 
was easy to integrate and could handle the demands of a responsive ecommerce site,” said Paulin.

Case Study

Vincent Paulin
R&D manager at A Little Market

“We implemented a legacy search technology 5 
years ago and had been trying to tweak it to fit 
our growing needs.  We had selected Solr for its 
flexibility. However, overtime, that flexibility 
translated into constant maintenance and 
modifications, and lower relevance in our 
search results,” said Paulin, R&D manager at 
A Little Market.

The team looked into other search tools. 
However time was of the essence and 
Paulin only had a few weeks to implement 
any solution. “We heard a lot of good 
things about Elastic Search and wanted to 
give it a shot. Elastic Search is complex, yet 
powerful,” said Paulin.  “As I was diving 
deeper into Elastic Search I realized that I could 
quickly gain an ‘ok’ search  experience. However 
a powerful search experience would mean 
investing more time than we had to configure 
it.  Then I did a little math. Learning the 
platform would take a few weeks, configuring 
servers - a few days, and configuring and fine-
tuning semantic search perfectly - several 
months.” 

As I was diving deeper into Elasticsearch I realized 
that I could quickly gain an ‘ok’ search  experience. 
However a powerful search experience would mean 

investing more time than we had to configure it.

A Little Market’s team needed to go well beyond an “ok” search experience.  With a mission to 
help designers and artists find bigger and new audiences for their work, search was at the 
center of their promise. They knew that a few weeks to complete a new search capability 
wouldn’t be an easy task. “We wanted to improve the overall quality of the search engine and the 
search experience in general, UI/UX included. But we also wanted to go a little deeper and include 
ecommerce metrics with a popularity score.” Paulin explained.
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Then they discovered Algolia. With Algolia’s 
API they were able to easily deploy and 
stress test the cloud search platform. “The 
first thing we wanted to get done was to 
reference all the shops and our best searches to 
make an autosuggest widget.” said Paulin. 
“Building this autosuggest with a basic 
configuration took just 2 days.”

After initial success, they set out to 
improve and stress test Algolia to ensure it 
would scale. They were surprised with the 
results.  Average response time was 4 
milliseconds for over 2 million products 
and conversions from search instantly 
began to increase.  

“It was awesome. After this integration of the Algolia API, we saw an increase in our conversion rate on 
search by 10%. This represents tens of thousands euros in turnover per month.  In only a few weeks of 
work, we had replaced our main search engine for a better solution,” Paulin explained. 

The growth of dynamic, global ecommerce has created the need for search solutions that are 
easy to configure and deploy.  With millions of products, and thousands of buyers and sellers, 
 search conversion is quickly becoming a metric that companies need to pay attention to. 
 Realtime Search can deliver a responsive user experience that can have instant impact on 
returns.

Founded in 2012 Algolia provides a developer-friendly 
SaaS API for database search. Our focus is on small 
database objects and our API delivers a new approach 
to search and new ranking rules. Algolia is optimized 
for databases and instantly delivers real-time, 
meaningful and relevant results at the first keystroke. 
Algolia has already made the search experience of 
millions of end users more enjoyable and has 
simplified engineering for hundreds of developers. 
 For more information visit us at www.algolia.com

algolia.com
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